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During the Second World War, the United
States and the Soviet Union had worked
together to defeat Nazi Germany. But in
the years after the war ended, the former
allies became bitter rivals. The two
superpowers did not fight each other
directly; instead, they tried to get other
countries to support their political and
economic systems. The Soviet Union
supported the establishment of Communist
governments that would answer to Soviet
leaders. The United States spent billions of
dollars to rebuild Western Europe and sent
military advisers and troops to many places
in order to counter the threat of Communist
expansion. The period of U.S.-Soviet
tensions, from 1947 until the fall of the
Soviet Union in 1991, is known as the Cold
War. This book in the MAJOR U.S.
HISTORICAL WARS series examines the
events that led up to the Cold War. It
discusses the political and military
strategies that the worlds two superpowers,
the United States and the Soviet Union,
employed, and provides information about
key people, battles, and events. The
policies of the Cold War had an enormous
impact on the modern world. Each title in
this series contains color photos, maps,
chronology and back matter including: an
index, further reading lists for books and
internet resources, and a series glossary.
Mason Crests editorial team has placed
Key Icons to Look for throughout the
books in this series in an effort to
encourage library readers to build
knowledge, gain awareness, explore
possibilities and expand their viewpoints
through our content rich non-fiction books.
Key Icons are as follows: Words to
Understand are shown at the front of each
chapter with definitions. These words are
then used in the prose throughout that
chapter, and are emboldened, so that the
reader is able to reference back to the
definitions- building their
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SparkNotes: The Cold War (19451963): Key People & Terms Part of a series on the. History of the Cold War
Origins of the Cold War World War II This a timeline of the main events of the Cold War, a state of political and
military tension after World War II between powers in the Western Bloc (the United List of wars involving the United
States - Wikipedia Part of a series on the. History of the Cold War Origins of the Cold War World War II In April
1983 the United States Navy conducted FleetEx 83, the largest fleet This period of the Cold War would continue
through US President Reagans first It included a massive Star Wars spending program to invent space-based List of
proxy wars - Wikipedia 1967-1975, Cambodia Civil War. 1973, Chile military junta. 1973-1989, Middle East conflict.
1977-1978, Ethiopia. 1978-1992, Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. Cold War (197985) - Wikipedia The United
States, the UK, and the Soviet Union were allies during World War II. However, immediately after that, Winston
Churchill described the new climate in Cold War Proxy Wars World History Overview Summary of Events Key
People & Terms Republican senator from Wisconsin who capitalized on Cold War fears of Communism in the . A
doctrine of containment that provided for a variety of military and political strategies that Proxy war - Wikipedia Main
article: Cold War provided foreign military aid and direct involvement in proxy wars against the Soviet Union. The
Top 10 Events Of The Cold War Timeline Preceden During the eleven months of the Berlin Airlift, U.S. and British
planes supplied West Berlin This was very important to the Cold War because in a cold war where there is no direct .
http:///photos/events/kowar/kowar.htm Military history of the United States - Wikipedia Visit this site for this Cold
War Timeline detailing Key dates and events. August 6: The United States drops atomic bomb on Hiroshima (20
kiloton bomb Little Origins of the Cold War - Wikipedia Part of a series on the. History of the Cold War. Origins of
the Cold War. World War II (Hiroshima Those events led to the Cold War that endured for just under half a century.
Differences in the political and economic systems of Western democracies and the Soviet Unionsocialism versus
capitalism, economic autarky Major Events of the Cold War timeline Timetoast timelines Key events and moments
during the tense time between the Western and the first U.S. leader to visit communist China, leading to a thaw in Cold
War relations. Cold War - Wikipedia A short summary of History SparkNotess The Cold War (19451963). Overview
Summary of Events Key People & Terms Competing ideologies and visions of the postwar world prevented U.S.
president Harry S Truman and Soviet Military Conflicts in U.S. History - Infoplease Civil War (1861a1865)
Economic and political rivalry between an agrarian South Indian Wars (colonial era to 1890) U.S. expansionism led to
numerous military global struggle between democracy and communism, called the cold war. A current and
comprehensive encyclopedia covering all the major branches of List of conflicts related to the Cold War - Wikipedia
This is where the US and Soviets had an intense rivalry about space and who can get the farthest first. Soviets started
with the lead with Sputnik 1, however Timeline of United States military operations - Wikipedia The Cold War Infoplease Overview of the Major Wars and Conflicts of The 20th Century. Philippine-American War
(1899-1902)--Originally called the Philippine This war was a part of the Cold War, since in also involved the United
States (and to a Cold War Timeline - History Timelines People who experienced the key events of the conflict
describe how it affected them - and Cold War BBC History: The Cold War in detail. SparkNotes: The Cold War
(19451963): Summary of Events Main events of the Cold War such as the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Bay of Pigs,
Nine US Presidents were in office during the precarious period in history Cold War Timeline Major Events During
the - Totally History This article provides a Cold War timeline covering all the events of U.S.-Russia global
competition, from World War Two to the end of the USSR. Major U.S. Historical Wars - Mason Crest Series During
World War II, the United States and the Soviet Union fought together as allies against the Axis powers. However, the
relationship between the two nations For the United States of America, 19 was a time of high economic growth and
The main American goal was to contain the expansion of Communism, which was With the onset of the Cold War in
Europe in 1947, the East-West lines Main page Contents Featured content Current events Random article Cold War
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- Causes, Events, Pictures & Videos - A proxy war is a conflict between two states or non-state actors where neither
entity directly History[show] . This was a major factor in many of the proxy wars during the Cold War between the US
and USSR, as well as in the ongoing series 10 Major Events - The cold war This timeline of United States government
military operations is based on Committee on 17851795: Northwest Indian War: a series of battles with various native
Among the issues leading to the war were British impressment of American This episode in Floridas history became
known as the Amelia Island Affair. The Cold War Timeline - History on the Net During the Second World War, the
United States and the Soviet Union had worked together to defeat Nazi Germany. But in the years after the war ended,
the Cold War History Cold War Cold War History Part of a series on the. History of the Cold War. Origins of the
Cold War World War II . The Cold War and its events have left a significant legacy. It is often . civic institutions, from
youth groups to schools, churches and rival political parties. : The Cold War (Major U.S. Historical Wars Major
Events of the Cold War, a timeline made with Timetoasts free interactive The goals of the United States were to rebuild
a war-devastated region, remove
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